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Completely new to the uke? By the end of this lesson, you’ll be playing your first tune
By Holly Rudin-Braschi
Reprinted with permission from ‘Ukulele Method: Ultra Beginner’ by Holly Rudin-Braschi. © 2011 Holly Rudin-Braschi
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STEP 1:

The Basics

1

Notes: G C E A

PREPARE TO PLAY
Learn the names of your strings.
This sounds so obvious, but you would
be surprised at how many people

       don’t bother.

Knowing your string names helps:

Strings: 4 3 2 1

4
&4 œ
œ

Good

B

0

œ

Cats
0

œ

Eat
0

œ
Apples
0

• 	 tune your instrument;
• 	 learn the note names on your fretboard;
• 	 enable you to purchase strings and restring
your uke.
I help my students remember string names with

hold your uke upright so the strings face you. The
string on the far left is string 4, or the G string, and
the string on the far right is string 1, or the A string.

this phrase that is so silly, it’s hard to forget: “Good

To memorize their names, sing “Good Cats Eat

Cats Eat Apples.” To learn the names of the strings,

Apples” as you play each string.
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TUNE UP
Since ukulele players tend to play in
groups, consider purchasing a clipon tuner. This type of tuner doesn’t

pick up the ambient sound of other musicians tuning
their instruments because the tuner works off the vibrations of your instrument alone. My favorite tuners
have a red-light/green-light system. When you get the
string perfectly tuned, the light turns from red to
green. Many of these tuners can be used on other
stringed instruments including bass, cello, and guitar,
so make sure you set your tuner to either “chromatic”
or “ukulele in C.”
Clip-on tuners have a small computer chip that gets
easily “distracted” if you pluck a string too many times
in a row, or pluck more than one string at the same
time. Grip the tuning peg of the string you are tuning
with the fingers of one hand, a finger of the other
hand on the string. Pluck the string you are tuning
once. As it resonates, simultaneously adjust the tuning peg until the tuner light turns green. After the tuning peg is set, mute the string with your plucking
finger to stop the sound and let the minicomputer
readjust. Then pluck the string again to test for

3

CLOCK INTO
YOUR PLAYING POSITION
Even though the traditional ukulele
looks like a mini guitar, it isn’t held

or played the same way. This is due to the physics of
the sound. Whether sitting or standing, imagine your
head at the 12 o’clock position. Then rotate the head

4

of your ukulele slightly below the two o’clock position,
about a 40° angle.

FIND THE STRUMMING
‘SWEET SPOT’
Next, position your strumming hand
and arm. Do not play over the sound-

hole. The best sound from any ukulele is at a position

called the “sweet spot,” located just above the spot
where the neck and body join. Depending on the
length of your arms and the size of your instrument,
your elbow or forearm will rest against the lower body
of the uke, while the fingers tickle the sweet spot
(Ex. 1).

accuracy.
Remember after tuning to turn off your tuner so you
don’t use up your battery too quickly (though many
clip-on tuners have an on/off switch). But leave it connected to your ukulele while playing because you may
need to retune several times depending on the temperature and age of the strings. Cold weather can
cause strings to go sharp, while hot weather can
cause them to go flat. If your strings are new, they will
constantly go flat. So you will need to retune constantly to stretch them.

Ex. 1
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GET A GRIP WITH YOUR
FRETTING HAND
Correct fretting-hand positioning
and fretting technique is essen-

tial for a clear, vibrant sound and ergonomically
safe playing. Your fretting fingers are known as:
thumb; 1=index; 2=middle; 3=ring; 4=pinky (Ex. 2).

If you’re right-handed, the left-hand fingers will get

1

2

3
4

their best placement and be able to stretch farther
if you place them at an angle, pointing toward
your nose.
Think of the left thumb as a vise that helps dis-

Ex. 2

tribute pressure evenly among the fingers. Place
the underside of your thumb at the back of the
ukulele neck directly behind the fretboard. Position
your thumb just under the second finger at a slight
angle, and then point the tip of the thumb toward
your nose. Beginners often point their thumb toward the head of the ukulele, which gives a weak
grip and is ergonomically bad for your wrist and
fingers. For the cleanest technique, do not wrap
your thumb around the neck of the ukulele.
Think “little bridges” when pressing down the
strings with the fingers on your left hand. The two

Ex. 3

joints of each finger should make a rounded
U-shaped bridge over each string. This gives your
hand the most strength and power to get the best
sound from your instrument. Collapsed fingers
make it hard to hold the strings down (Ex. 3).
Aim for just above the fret bar at the bottom of
each fret (toward the ukulele body) for the clearest
sound and maximum tone quality. This is especially important when playing in the first fret because the strings are slightly higher near the nut
and harder to hold down in that position (Ex. 4).

Ex . 4
Summer 2014
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LEARN TO STRUM
Traditionally, the ukulele is
strummed either with the thumb,
index, or middle finger—choose

whichever feels comfortable to you. You can also
use a combination of thumb, index, and middle
finger if you like. Some people find the thumb is
better for downstrokes while the index or middle
work well for upstrokes.
Whether you use your thumb or index finger, the
strum movement is economical and comes from a
rotating forearm. For a downstroke, the movement
should be down and away from you. For an upstroke, the movement is upward and toward you.
When thumb strumming, use the left underside
of your thumbnail for downstrokes and the top left
of your thumbnail for upstrokes. If you prefer
index- or middle-finger strumming, use the top of

Ex . 5

your fingernail for downstrokes and the underside
of your fingernail for upstrokes (Ex. 5).

7

ADD SOME PRESSURE
Now that you have identified your favorite
strumming finger or fingers, please apply
some pressure to your strum. Otherwise

your playing will sound wimpy and weak. Strumming
with pressure brings out the best tone quality your uku-

lele has to offer. And, let’s face it, you only have four
strings. So practice techniques that bring out as much
resonance from your instrument as possible. Whether
you are playing piano (softly) or forte (loudly), you still
need some pressure to bring out your ukulele’s best
sound.
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STEP 2:

Play Your
First Chords

1

LEARN TO READ
CHORD GRIDS
A chord grid is a diagram of three or more
frets on the ukulele’s fretboard. They are

used to represent the fretted (also known as closed)
notes and non-fretted (or open) notes of a chord. They
will often appear over a musical staff, directly over a lyric.
This indicates:
• 	 the harmony that supports the melody and/or vocal
line and;
• 	 when to change from one chord to the next.
When looking at a chord grid:
• 	 the vertical lines represent the strings;
• 	 the horizontal lines indicate the fret wires that delineate the frets (spaces between the fret wires);
• 	 solid dots tell you where to place your finger in a
fret (closed notes);
• 	 open dots indicate open strings, or a string played
without pressing down a finger in a fret (open
notes);
• 	 X indicates do not play a string.
Numbers under or over the grid tell you the fretting (left)
hand finger to place in the fret:
• 	 1 = index finger
• 	 2 = middle finger
• 	 3 = ring finger
• 	 4 = pinky finger

Strings: G C E A
Fret
Fret
Fret
Fret
Fret

1
2
3
4
5

Nut
Fret wire

}

Fret (space between
fret wires)

String
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CREATE A ROADMAP FOR
FRETTING BETWEEN CHORDS

frets a C note in the C chord. When moving to G7, the
third finger then frets a B note in the G7 chord.
In order to move smoothly between C and G7 chords,
keep your place by sliding your third finger from the C

The key for accuracy and speed in moving
from one specific chord to the next is to do

it the same every time. To find your “route,” identify fretted notes between chords that are either common or adjacent, then use “slide,” “pivot,” or “walking” fingers to
travel from chord to chord. For example, take a look at
the C and G7 chords (Ex. 6 and 7). There are no fretted
notes in common between these two chords. But they
have “adjacent” notes on the A string: The third finger

position (A string, third finger, third fret) up to the second
fret. As you slide, continue applying pressure so you feel
the fretbar as you move over it.
This helps you place your third finger exactly where
you want it for good tone quality. Next, place your remaining fingers in the G7 position in this order: second
finger (D note, C string, second fret), then first finger
(F note, E string, first fret). Practice this roadmap with
your eyes closed to create fretting- and strumming-hand
muscle memory and to train your ear.

to :Change Chords :
Staff : Musical Staff :
When to ChangeWhen
Chords
Notes show
Strum
how the melody
line. the melody
Strumline.
the C chord
on the C chord on
The chord
grids above
indicate
beats
d grids above
indicate
beats
1 and 3 until
the 1 and 3 until the
Downstr
harmony that supports
“He,” when you switch
mony thatthe
supports
word “He,” whenword
you switch
Universa
the melody.
ody.
to the G7 chord. to the G7 chord.
“strum d
C
Gyo7
C
G7
when
0003
0 213
0003
0 213
beneath
Ex . 6
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≥

≥

4
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GEAR TIPS

STRINGS
No matter how inexpensive your
instrument, a good set of strings
can make all the difference in tone
quality. Whether you play a soprano,
concert, or tenor ukulele, consider
choosing a high-quality set of strings
that includes a low G string. The low
G gives you three extra low melody
notes that aren’t available in traditional high-G string sets: the G, A, and B
notes below middle C. These three
extra low notes enable you to play a
world of lead melodies. In addition, a
low G string provides a more rounded
depth of sound for your instrument.

You can choose:
• 	 Low G strings wound with
metal: The metal increases
the weight of the string while
keeping the flexibility of a
smaller string and provides a
vibrant sound. Strings that are
too thick have a dead, muddy
sound.

Both metal and “no wound” are
acceptable. But remember that metal
can wear out the wood between the
fret bars. I recommend looking at
Aquila or Worth low-G string sets.

• 	 “No wound” low G strings:
Some musicians don’t like
metal-wound strings because
they make a hissing sound
when a finger rubs the
winding.

STRAPS

Uke straps make holding your instrument
easier. Using a strap puts less pressure on
your strumming and fingerpicking arm, allowing it to work freely, and is particularly helpful
when you stand and play. Plus, straps keep
your uke in the optimal position for ergonomically sound playing.

neck facing the floor. Many instrument stores
have in-house luthiers who can install the
buttons in a jiffy. Then, choose a strap that fits
your instrument and personality. Many uke
manufacturers now sell ukulele straps.
Check out kalabrand.com. You can also
choose a colorful guitar strap if you have a
large frame.

Have a luthier (stringed-instrument maker)
install one strap button on the bottom of the
body and a second button at the base of the
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DEMYSTIFYING
THE MUSIC
In my experience, most beginners purchase a load of ukulele songbooks to help

kick-start their learning. Most have never read a note of
music, so when they excitedly open their new purchases,
the musical staff looks like hieroglyphics and they panic.
“This Old Man” (Ex. 8, page 61) is typical of what you

will get in most ukulele songbooks. Most books don’t include the beats and the note names underneath the
staff. My beginning books do in order to help students
learn to read music.
What you are looking at is a musical staff containing
the melody notes. Melody notes are the notes that are
sung or played by a solo instrument. On top of the staff
are the chord grids that identify the harmonies that accompany the melody line.
Strum Markings: Some beginning books include strum

Practice Breeds Progress
Learning to play an instrument and read music is like
learning a new language. It involves choreography and
coordination of muscle, auditory, and visual memory. It
takes time to grow calluses on your fretting hand so your
fingertips don’t hurt when you play. The more you play,
the more it hurts, the faster your calluses will form. When
you are first learning, set your ukulele and music up near
your TV chair. There are 20 minutes of commercials in a
one-hour television show. Even if you record your favorite shows, let the commercials roll, switch on your mute
button, and practice. You will be surprised at your
progress!
Multi-instrumentalist Holly Rudin-Braschi has taught hundreds of beginners to successfully make music on their ukuleles with professional techniques. She has been teaching group and private ukulele lessons at
Santa Rosa Junior College and the Petaluma School of Music in California for ten years and has taught master classes around the United
States. She holds a bachelor’s degree from Vassar College in musicology and a master’s degree in music from the Manhattan School of
Music. She is the author of three ukulele books. For more information,
visit ukelesson.com.

markings. The downstroke sign looks like a small table.
The upstroke sign looks like a V. In this example we are
only using a downstroke on the 1 and 3 beats of each
measure.
Changing Chords: Start playing a chord. Continue playing the chord designated above the lyrics until a new
chord is indicated above a word. Then quickly change
chords and do not stop strumming.
Don’t look at your fretting hand! Constantly looking at
your fretting hand can, over time, give you neck problems and will move your ukulele out of optimal playing
position. Keep your eyes on the music and not your
hands. Once you take your eyes off the music to look at
your fretting hand, you’ll find yourself scrambling to find
the place you left off in the music and everyone will be
singing way ahead of you. Try feeling and listening instead of looking. If the chord doesn’t sound right, feel
around with your left hand until you find the correct position. If you still can’t find the chord, take a quick peek and
readjust your fingers.
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Ex . 8
Musical Staff :
Notes show the melody line.
The chord grids above indicate
the harmony that supports
the melody.

When to Change Chords :
Strum the C chord on
beats 1 and 3 until the
word “He,” when you switch
to the G7 chord.

C

G7

0003

≥

& 44 œ

Strum:

≥

0 213

œ

≥

≥

˙

œ

man
Lyrics: 1. This old
2–7. See additional lyrics.
Beat (count): 1
2
3
4
E
G
Note (vocal): G

he

≥

œ

˙

2
E

3
G

≥

œ

played one

1
G

4

played

1
A

2
G

C

≥

œ

He

≥

œ

œ

on

3
F

4
E

1
D

œ

œ

œ

knick - knack

≥

my
&

2
E

&

G7

≥

&œ

œ

≥

œ œ œ

knick - knack
pad - dy whack
1 & 2 & 3
&
4 &
G
C
C
C
C

≥

≥

œ œ œ œ ˙

give my dog a bone
1 & 2 & 3 &
C D E
F
G

≥

œ

4

&

G7

œ

≥

G7

C

œ

This
old
man came
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &
G
D
D
F

4
E

&
F

œ

≥

˙

rol - ling home
1 & 2 & 3 &
E
D
C

G7

..
4

&

C

This old man came rolling home
C

C

6.

This old man came rolling home

With a knick-knack paddy whack,

≥

œ

œ

give my dog a bone

He played knick-knack on my drum

&

C

With a knick-knack paddy whack,

This old man, he played one

3
F

With a

0003

C

C

œ œ

drum

0 213

0003

1.

Downstroke Symbol ( ) :
Universal sign that means
“strum down” on this beat
when you sing the lyric
beneath it.

This old man, he played six
G7

He played knick-knack on my sticks
give my dog a bone
G7

C
C

4.

This old man came rolling home

C

This old man, he played four

With a knick-knack paddy whack,

G7

He played knick-knack on my door
C

C

2.

give my dog a bone
G7

With a knick-knack paddy whack,

This old man, he played two
G7

give my dog a bone

He played knick-knack on my shoe

G7

C

C
C

This old man came rolling home

With a knick-knack paddy whack,

C

This old man came rolling home

7.

This old man, he played seven
G7

He played knick-knack up in heaven
give my dog a bone
G7

C
C

This old man came rolling home

5.

C

This old man, he played ﬁve
G7

He played knick-knack on my thigh
C

C

3.

This old man, he played three
G7

He played knick-knack on my tree
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With a knick-knack paddy whack,

With a knick-knack paddy whack,

give my dog a bone
G7

C

This old man came rolling home

give my dog a bone
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